The feature selection method based on supervised learning has been widely studied and applied to the field of machine learning and data mining. But unsupervised feature selection is still a tricky area of research because the unavailability of the label information, especially for clustering tasks. Irrelevant features and redundant features in the original data seriously block the discovery of clustering structure and weaken the performance of the subsequent classification. In order to address this problem, the unsupervised feature selection and clustering algorithm based on the evolutionary computing framework is proposed in this paper. First, the binary differential evolution algorithm is constructed for unsupervised feature selection. Specifically, the individuals of the population are used to characterize the feature subspaces and the improved Laplacian model is designed to measure the local manifold structure of each individual. Subsequently, the approximate optimal manifold structure and the corresponding feature subset are obtained. Then, the continuous differential evolutionary algorithm is executed on the optimized feature subset, in which the individual representation strategy and the integrated individual measure function are designed for clustering. Moreover, the predicted pseudo-labels are utilized to classify and further verify the validity of clustering. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed framework outperforms the most state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the phenomenon of high dimensionality has become increasingly prominent in the real world applications. Although the rich features contribute to describe the sample more deeply, many redundant features and irrelevant features are involved in the learning model [1] , [2] . These features can lead to the waste of computing resources. In the worst case, it may severely reduce the performance of the algorithm model. However, the dimensionality reduction technology can effectively address the problems by finding a relevant feature subset.
Dimension reduction techniques usually contain feature selection and feature extraction [3] . Because the feature selection has the characteristic of retaining the physical meaning of original data, so it is widely used in machine learning
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Vincenzo Piuri . and data mining [4] . According to the acquisition of the class label, the feature selection methods are divided into supervised feature selection, semi-supervised feature selection and unsupervised feature selection. Based on the label information, the correlation or mutual information between the feature and the label are measured in the supervised feature selection algorithm, so it can effectively extract the key features including the classification information that helps to distinguish instances. However, the unsupervised feature selection method cannot directly calculate the importance of features due to the lack of label information. Thence, this type of methods mainly reduce dimension by analyzing the potential distribution characteristics of the data. While the semi-supervised feature selection methods are the intersection of the above two types of methods.
Supervised feature selection algorithms have achieved many notable results in the past decade [5] . It is worth noting that the evolutionary algorithm based on population search is also widely used in feature selection because of its good global search ability [6] . Additionally, it can search multiple regions of the feature space at the same time and adaptively find the optimal solution. For example, Ismail et al. [7] proposed a novel chaotic whale optimization algorithm to select the feature subset and the algorithm achieved the better result. Dong et al. [8] presented a framework based on genetic algorithm to realize feature granulation and sample granulation, and selecting the high-quality feature subsets with the reasonable granularity, which significantly improves classification performance. In addition, to improve the efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm, a binary differential evolution based on individual entropy is proposed in the literature [9] , and the proposed algorithm has less time overhead and higher classification accuracy when compare to the existing algorithms. Certainly, the research work on feature selection based on semi-supervised is also studied. Shi et al. [10] developed the structured multi-view hessian sparse semi-supervise feature selection framework, and the feature selection performance is improved by the proposed algorithm. Yu et al. [11] proposed an adaptive semi-supervised feature selection, and the graph-based constraint is used to predict accurate labels for unlabeled data, and the experimental results show the method can obtain the smaller feature subsets and higher classification accuracy.
Because the acquisition of label information in real-life tasks is a challenging task, so the unsupervised feature learning has attracted the attention of researchers. Correspondingly, some achievements have been presented and most of them have been applied in the field of medical health, fault detection and image analysis [12] - [14] . According to the specific learning model, these works can be categorized into two groups: unsupervised filter feature selection methods and unsupervised embedded feature selection methods. The former is to measure the importance of each feature according to certain evaluation criteria without a specific learning model, such as max variance (MaxVar) [15] , Laplacian score (LapScore) [16] , multi-cluster feature selection (MCFS) [17] , and minimum redundancy spectral feature selection (MRSF) [18] . For MaxVar, the principal component is used to select the variables that can preserve the data structure. For LapScore, the manifold structure of the data is reflected by the Laplacian Eigenmaps that is the necessary process for measuring the importance of features. In MCFS, the spectral clustering and L 1 regularization is used to select the feature subsets that maximize the preservation of multi-class cluster structures in the original data. The MRSF is the efficient spectral feature selection with minimum redundancy, in which the sparse multi-output regression and L 2,1 -norm constraint are integrated to handle feature redundancy. The distinguishing characteristic of unsupervised embedded feature selection methods is that feature picking and model learning are performed simultaneously. The typical algorithms including UDFS [19] , JELSR [20] , CGSSL [21] and LLCFS [22] . Among them, the UDFS is the unsupervised discriminative feature selection in which the discriminative analysis and norm minimization are incorporated into a joint framework. The JELSR is the joins embedding learning with sparse regression to perform feature selection. The CGSSL is the clustering-guided sparse structural learning, in which the cluster analysis and sparse structural analysis are performed in the feature selection. The LLCFS is the feature selection and kernel learning for local learning-based clustering, and the method is to obtain an appropriate data representation by the kernel learning. In addition, there are many latest research work on unsupervised feature selection, such as literatures [23] - [30] . Some of the existing methods [21] , [31] , [32] combine unsupervised feature selection with cluster analysis and the results show that these methods can improve the performance of unsupervised feature selection algorithm to some extent.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, the issues in unsupervised feature selection are analyzed in II. In III, the basic operators of the DE algorithm and the idea of clustering are reviewed. Then, in IV, a detailed description of the UFDDE algorithm is presented for unsupervised feature selection. Moreover, the CCDE clustering algorithm is proposed in V. In VI, the feasibility of the proposed algorithm is verified and the experimental results are analyzed. Finally, the conclusion of the paper and the future work are given in VII.
II. CHALLENGES IN UNSUPERVISED FEATURE SELECTION
However, there are still some problems that need further research: Firstly, when excavating the manifold structure in the original data, although the dimension is reduced, the new features are generated. In the unsupervised feature selection, most of the current algorithms adopt the transformation method to map the original high-dimensional space to the new low-dimensional space to achieve the purpose of dimensionality reduction, which makes the obtained feature subset lose the original physical meaning of the original data set and reduces the interpretability of the learning model. For example, in the [23] - [26] , the original feature space is reduced to a new low-dimensional space by means of mapping or transformation. Secondly, some unsupervised feature selection algorithms analyze the clustering performance according to the size of feature subset, and the learning model is less adaptive. In other words, the selection of the number of features usually needs to be preset, which makes the results highly subjective, which affects the objectivity of the experimental results. For instance, the works [20] , [27] , [28] preset the number of features, and analyze the clustering performance under different feature numbers according to a certain step size. More importantly, the manifold structure in the original feature space is usually maintained by a small number of relevant features. The purpose of feature selection is to find the smaller size of feature subset and ensure that the performance of the algorithm model is not reduced. For unsupervised feature selection, we tend to choose a feature subset that has as few features as possible while still maintaining the original data structure capabilities. While in terms VOLUME 7, 2019 of the relationship between features, the manifold structure of the feature subspace is not fully considered.
In response to the above issues, a framework for unsupervised feature selection and clustering based on improved differential evolution (UFSCDE) is proposed. The work of the paper focuses on two parts: unsupervised feature selection based on discrete difference evolution (UFDDE) and clustering algorithm based on continuous differential evolution (CCDE). In the first part, a new discrete differential evolution algorithm is developed for unsupervised feature selection. In the second part, the continuous differential evolution algorithm is introduced for clustering with the optimized feature subspace. Then, the proposed framework is applied to eight benchmark data sets, and the quality of the results is measured by three clustering indicators to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. Therefore, the main components of the UFSCDE are illustrated in Figure 2 .
The contributions of the paper are highlighted as follow:
1) Considering the influence of the relationship between features in the feature subspace on the retained manifold structure, a binary differential evolution algorithm was proposed. The mutation operator and crossover operator in the evolution process are modified to solve the feature combination problem. In addition, an improved Laplacian-based individual measure function is designed as the optimization objective to obtain the optimized feature subspace adaptively. 2) A clustering algorithm based on continuous differential evolution is proposed. In particular, the new individual representation strategy and the new optimization objective are designed to measure the sample relationships. Besides, three effective evaluation indicators are introduced to evaluate the quality of the clustering. At last, the improvement of feature subset quality and clustering performance of the proposed algorithm is verified by experimental results.
III. RELATED WORKS A. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
Differential evolution (DE) is one of the evolutionary algorithms based on population search [6] , [33] , [34] . Due to the simple operation and high efficiency, DE has been widely applied in variety of complex optimization fields, especially continuous domain optimization. Many variants of DE are currently being developed to suit different task requirement. In this paper, the differential evolution algorithm is formalized into a six-tuple DEF = (P, M , C, F, S, ). 1) P is the population initialization operation. Generally, a certain search space boundary is set for a specific problem, and the α l and α u are the lower boundary and the upper boundary. Assume is the k-dimension search space, the individual is represented by the I = (x 1k , x 2k , · · · , x ik ), for ∀i, α l < x ik < α u , then the initial population P 0 = (I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I |P 0 | ).
2) M is the mutation operator. The mutation individual is obtained by v ik = x a 1 k +f * (x a 2 k −x a 3 k ), where a 1 = a 2 = a 3 , and the scaling factor f ∈ , so the mutation individual is formalized as MI = (v 1k , v 2k , · · · , v ik ), then the mutation population P 1 = (MI 1 , MI 2 , · · · , MI |P 1 | ).
3) C is the crossover operation. The crossover factor CR ∈ and the parameter β ∈ [0, 1] is generated randomly. If the β < CR, then the gene in the x ik is replaced with the corresponding gene in the v ik , otherwise, the corresponding gene of v ik is retained. Then the crossover population P 2 = (CI 1 , CI 2 , · · · , CI |P 2 | ). 4) F is the individual measure function. Its main function is to measure each individual to distinguish the good individuals and the inferior individuals. The F is designed according to different task requirements and it is often used as optimization objective in the evolution algorithm. 5) S is the selection operation. Based on the evaluation of the F metric function, the population P 0 is compared with the corresponding candidate individuals in the population P 2 , and the individuals with the poor fitness values are replaced by the individuals with the better fitness values. 6) is the set of parameters. It including the scaling factor f , the crossover factor CR, the populations size N and the number of iterations T .
In the evolutionary computation algorithm, the quality of operation operator will affect the convergence and diversity of the algorithm. For example, the individual mutation operator is related to the scope of the search space. Generally, we prefer to generate a large number of variant individuals. Although the variant individuals can guarantee the diversity of the algorithm to search for the global optimal solution, it often leads to the phenomenon that the algorithm does not converge. In addition, the individual crossover operator mainly considers the influence of internal changes on individual quality. When the current individual get the good fitness value, and we prefer to choose the smaller crossover factor to enable the excellent gene can be inherited into the next generation of individuals. But the increasing outstanding individuals may lead the population to the premature or stagnant, and the global optimal solution cannot be obtained. Therefore, the efficient mutation operator and the crossover operator are critical to search for the better solution.
B. K-MEANS CLUSTERING
As an unsupervised learning task, the intention of clustering is to excavate the rich information contained in the original data to support subsequent pattern recognition [35] . Among many existing clustering algorithms, K -means [36] is one of the classical partitional clustering, and it tries to partition data instances by maximizing the similarity within the cluster and the dissimilarity between the clusters. Let Z ∈ R m×n , the data matrix with m samples and n features. The Z can be divided into H clusters, and it is denoted by T = {C h |h = 1, 2, · · · , H }, for ∀i = j, the C i ∩ C j = and ∪ H k=1 C k = Z . Then, the sum of squared error (SSE) is treated as the optimization objective of K -means and it is defined as
where the x h is the mean value of the samples in the C k . The smaller the SSE value, the higher the degree of aggregation of samples in the same cluster. Correspondingly, the dispersion between samples in different clusters is larger. The basic steps of the K -means algorithm are presented as follow: 1 Select K samples randomly from the original data set as the initial cluster center; 2 Calculate the distance between the remaining samples and the K cluster centers, and divide the samples into the nearest cluster center; 3 Then recalculate the centers of the K clusters; 4 Repeat 2 and 3 until the center of the cluster is unchanged or reaches the certain number of iterations and the fault tolerance.
IV. PROPOSED UNSUPERVISED FEATURE SELECTION ALGORITHM
The purpose of unsupervised feature selection is to select the key features that maintain the discrimination between samples while preserving the inherent structure in the original data. In this paper, the unsupervised feature selection is transformed into the discrete combinatorial optimization problem. During evolution optimization, the manifold learning is introduced to assist the selection of feature subsets. On the one hand, the population-based evolutionary algorithm has strong global exploration and local exploitation capability, which is beneficial to search for high-quality candidate feature subsets. On the other hand, the manifold learning can measure the geometric information of each sample. It helps to select the optimal feature subset that preserves the inherent structure of the original data. More importantly, the population-based search strategy can observe the impact of the relationship between features in different feature subspaces on data structure discovery in parallel. Based on this, a new discrete differential evolution algorithm for unsupervised feature selection is developed. For the unsupervised feature selection problem, it is necessary to design the individual metrics based on manifold structure to overcome the defects of unlabeled information, and the binary mutation operators and new crossover operators are given for searching the feature subsets. Additionally, the population-based search also involves individual characterization and individual selection strategy. The detailed description are given below.
When v j = 0, it means the corresponding feature is removed, and when v j = 1, it means the corresponding feature is preserved. It is clear that each individual consisting of 0 and 1 represents a feature subspace. The 0 and 1 in the individual are generated by function randerr(). Thus, the feature space is expressed as
When initializing the Pop, there may exist empty set or full set in the feature subsets. In order to avoid the phenomenon, the constraint is put to each individual, i.e for ∀i,
This can improve the quality of the initial population and effectively avoid the state of premature or stagnation in the evolution process.
B. IMPROVED INDIVIDUAL MEASURE FUNCTION BASED ON GRAPH LAPLACIAN
Considering the lack of label information for unsupervised feature selection, it is impossible to measure the importance of features based on the relationship between features and labels. Therefore, we attempt to analyze the internal structure of the data and preserve the original relationship between samples. Assuming that D f is the original data and the samples s 1 , s 2 ∈ D f . If the Euclidean distance between s 1 and s 2 in the original feature space is small, then the two samples should also be close to each other in the optimized feature subspace. In other words, the features selected can still reflect the discrimination of the original data. Based on this point of view, the locality preserving power is utilized to measure the importance of features. Inspired by the Laplacian score for feature selection, the graph Laplacian is adopted to characterize the manifold structure in each subspace.
1) Construct the nearest neighbor graph G. Suppose x i and x j are the ith and jth nodes in the G respectively.
, then x i and x j are neighbors, and an edge is built between them. So the two samples can be classified into the same cluster.
2) Calculate the similarity matrix Z .
In order to calculate the weight between the two nodes, the Gaussian function is adopted, which is expressed as
where the t is a default value. The similarity matrix Z ij can reflect the local structure of the original data.
3) Design the feature importance function FSV . Suppose x id is the value of the ith sample on the dth dimension, V d is the variance of the dth dimension for all sample. So the importance of the dth feature is computed by
If the Z ab is bigger and the (x ad − x bd ) is smaller, then the value of FV (d) tends to be smaller. In this case, the dth feature with smaller value is considered a candidate key one that can characterize the structure of the graph. In this paper, the measure of a single feature is extended to the the way of feature subspace, so the importance of the feature subspace is evaluated by
where the |Pop| represents the number of sub-feature spaces, that is, the total number of individuals in the population. Further, considering the size of the feature subspace, we prefer to eliminate the redundant features and irrelevant features to reduce the size of the feature subset. Therefore, the feature selection rate R is introduced to evaluate the feature number of each candidate individual. The R is presented as R(X i ) = S(X i )/|X i |, where S(X i ) is the sum of the elements equal to 1 in the X i , and |X i | is the sum of the elements in the X i . Obviously, the smaller R means that the feature subspace is smaller. Thence, the individual optimization objective function W is designed as
By minimizing the FSV (X i ) and R(X i ), the optimized feature subspace with the smallest W (X i ) can be obtained. It means that the local structure is not only preserved, but the size of the feature subset is further reduced. More importantly, the interaction between different features is considered to analyze the ability of the selected feature subspace to characterize the original data structure.
C. BINARY MUTATION OPERATOR
The number of feature subspaces increases exponentially with the feature dimension. One of the reasons is that there are a large number of redundant features and irrelevant features in the feature space. Another important reason is that there are complex relationships among different features. For example, the combination of irrelevant feature e 1 and feature e 2 may contribute to maintain the local structure of the original data, then the feature e 1 becomes a relevant feature. However, when relevant feature e 3 and feature e 2 are combined, and it may not help to characterize the internal manifold structure of the data, or even destroy the original data structure, so the e 3 turns into a redundant feature. Therefore, in order to search for more potential optimal subspaces (individuals), the binary mutation operations is shown as
where X best j is the jth dimension value of best X in the Pop. X r 1 j and X r 2 j are the jth dimension value of the individual r 1 and r 2 , respectively. The first item of the (6) is to ensure the proposed algorithm can converge to a stable value or a very small range after certain iteration. The second item is to enable the algorithm search for more candidate feature subspace so that the potentially optimal individual can be explored, and ensuring the diversity of the population. Thus, the binary mutation operation can efficiently expand the search region to improve the global capability.
D. CROSSOVER OPERATOR BASED ON FITNESS VALUE
In the process of individual crossover, the selection of crossover factors is important to the evolution of the algorithm. If the variant individual is superior to the original individual, we tend to choose a larger crossover factor so that the good gene can be inherited. Conversely, if the variant individual is inferior to the original individual, we tend to choose a smaller crossover factor so that the original individual gene can be retained. Therefore, an adaptive crossover factor based on individual fitness values is presented as
CF
where W min and W max are the minimum fitness value and the maximum fitness value in the current population respectively. While the λ is set to a constant to avoid the denominator of the (7) equal to zero. In the paper, the value of λ is the absolute value of the difference between the minimum fitness value and the second minimum fitness value. The maximum value of the crossover factor is 0.5, and its main function is to control the convergence speed of the algorithm to avoid premature phenomenon due to the excessive CF value.
E. INDIVIDUAL SELECTION OPERATION
After the binary mutation operator and the adaptive crossover operator, the original population Pop is updated to the new population Pop n that contains the new individuals U ij . The motivation of the selection operation is to determine which individual can be inherited into next generation by comparing the fitness of the parent individual and offspring individual. So the individual selection operation is expressed as
It can be seen that the offspring individual with small fitness will replace the corresponding parent individual with large fitness. Thus, the smaller the fitness, the better the performance of the feature subspace we selected. In this paper, an unsupervised feature selection based on discrete difference evolution (UFDDE) is proposed. Firstly, the individual vector consisting of binary value 0 and 1 is constructed to represent the feature subspace. Then, the Laplacian Eigenmaps is further extended to evaluate the ability of the feature subspace to retain the manifold structure in the original data, and the feature selection ratio is introduced into the optimization objective to control the size of the feature subspace. More importantly, the binary mutation operation and the crossover operator based on fitness value are designed, which makes the proposed algorithm have good global search ability. Finally, the selection strategy is adopted to select the best individual until the UFDDE converges converges to the smallest fitness value. The completed procedure of the UFDDE is summarized in Algorithm 1 and the flowchart of the UFSCDE is presented in Figure 2 for illustrating the flow of the steps.
Suppose the size of the population and the length of the individual are P n and L, respectively. The number of sample in original data is n. The time complexity of the population initialize process (lines 1-2) is O(P n × L). The cost of the the individual fitness mainly depend on the time complexity Algorithm 1 Unsupervised Feature Selection Based on Discrete Differential Evolution (UFDDE) Input: Data set D = (s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ) ∈ R n×m , population size P n , nearest neighbor number δ, iterations number G. Output: Optimized feature subspace OFS. 1: Normalizing D by Da = (v−v min ) (v max −v min ) 2: P = randerr(P n , m) 3: G = 0 // Initialize iteration number. 4: While the iteration number not meets the G 5: for i =1 to P n do 6: F set = Da(:, find(X (i, :) == 1)) 7:
Built the nearest neighbor graph G via ξ (x i ) 8: Compute similarity matrix by Z = exp(−
Calculate the importance of feature d by (3) 10:
Calculate fitness of individual X i by (5) 11:
Save X i corresponding to the minimum value of W 12: end for 13: for i = 1 to P n do 14: for j = 1 to m do 15 :
end for 17: end for 18: for i = 1 to P n do 19: for j = 1 to m do 20: if (rand j [0, 1) ≤ CF(X i ) or (j = j rand ) then 21: U ij = V i,j 22: else 23: U ij = X i,j 24: end if 25: end for 26 : end for 27: for i = 1 to P n do 28: if W (U So the time complexity of whole process is O(P n × L + 2 × T × P n × L + T × l × n 2 + P n ). Because of the l < L, so it can be reduce to O(l × (Tn 2 + 2Tp n + P n ) + P n ).
V. PROPOSED EVOLUTIONARY CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
In order to verify the ability of the feature subspace selected by the UFDDE to characterize the original data structure, an adaptive clustering algorithm based on continuous differential evolution (CCDE) is proposed in the paper. It is different from traditional clustering methods. On the one hand, a reduced feature subspace is used for cluster analysis rather than raw data. Since the UFDDE algorithm has eliminated a large number of irrelevant features and redundant features, so the size of the original data set is significantly reduced, and avoiding unnecessary computing resources. On the other hand, the optimized feature subspace can characterize the internal manifold structure of the original data, which contributes to discover the cluster center more accurately. During the construction of evolutionary clustering based on population search, there are mainly two work to be studied. Specifically, one is to design corresponding individuals to represent clustering patterns; the other is to design individual evaluation criteria to measure clustering quality. In addition, the mutation operator, crossover operator and selection operator in the continuous difference algorithm are consistent with the classical difference algorithm. Therefore, the individual representation and evolutionary cluster optimization objective is presented in this section.
A. INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATION STRATEGY
Individual coding strategies are an important process of evolutionary clustering. The mode-based encoding approach is adopted to represent the individual in the paper. Suppose ψ is the D-dimension feature space, and it consists H cluster centers, then the length of individual is D × H . So the formalized representation of individuals in the initial population is shown in Figure 3 . Where f ij (i = 1, 2, · · · , N , j = 1, 2, · · · , D) is the real value of the jth dimension in the ith individual. The C NH represents the H th cluster mode in the N th individual. For ∀i, j, V min ≤ f ij ≤ V max , V min and V max are the minimum and maximum values in the current dimension, respectively. Therefore, the initialized population is defined as Pop = unifrnd (VarMin, VarMax, Q) , where the Q is a vector containing the number of cluster centers H and the number of features D.
B. NEW EVALUATION FUNCTION FOR CLUSTERING
For better measure the quality of individuals, the average purity (AP) and the sum of squared errors (SSE) two cluster validity indicators are integrated as the optimization objective of evolution clustering, and the objective function can comprehensively evaluate the quality of individuals including clustering mode. The AP calculates the internal entropy of the cluster, which mainly reflects the closeness of the intra-class samples and the cluster center. While the SSE primarily calculates the sparsity between samples within the same class.
The clustering results we expect should be that the intra-class samples as compact as possible, and the inter-class samples should be as scattered as possible. In particular, the AP is shown as
where the K is the number of clusters, and the h(c i ) = −(g(z i )log 2 g(z i ) + (1 − g(z i ))log 2 g(z i )), and the average similarity of samples in the cluster center z i is computed as g(z i ) = 1 2n n j=1 (ϕ+ d k=1 x ik −x jk ). Where n and d are the samples in the center z i and the number of features, respectively. In addition, the ϕ is a constant. Combined with (1), the new evaluation function is defined as follows
It is clear that the smaller value of the SSE and the larger value of AP mean that the selected clustering pattern is closer to the internal structure of the original data set. Therefore, the clustering algorithm based on continuous differential evolution (CCDE) is presented in the paper. And the individual coding strategy and the new individual measure function are designed to address the clustering problem. The detailed execution process of the proposed algorithm is list in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Clustering Algorithm Based on Continuous Differential Evolution (CCDE)
Input: Feature subset OFS = (s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n ) ∈ R n×m , population size P n , mutation factor η, crossover factor µ iterations number G. Output: Pseudo label PL. 1: Normalizing OFS by Da = (v−v min ) (v max −v min ) 2: P = randerr(P n , m ) 3: G = 0 // Initialize iteration number. 4: While the iteration number not meets the G 5: for i = 1 to P n do 6: Compute the fitness of the individual by FC(X i ) 7:
Save X i corresponding to the Min FC(X i ) 8:
Update crossover individual U i by C(V i , µ)
10:
Evaluate U i by FC(U i ) 11: select the superior individual by S(X i , U i ) 12: end for 13 : best X = FC(X G i ) 14: G = G + 1 15: end While
VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS A. DATA SET AND PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, eight different size data sets are downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [37] and the website: http://featureselection.asu.edu/datasets.php. [38] . These data sets include WDBC, Ionosphere, Sonar, Mfea, SRBCT, Lung, Lymph and TOX. The detailed description of the data sets are shown in Table 1 . The minimum number of samples and the minimum number of features are 83 and 30, respectively. while the maximum number of samples and the maximum number of features are 2000 and 5748, respectively. In addition, the smallest and the largest classes are 2 and 26 respectively. The programming software matlab R2014b is used to execute the proposed algorithm and the compared algorithms. All the simulations are performed on a computer with the Intel Core i5-3470, 3.20 GHz CPU and 2 GB RAM.
The experimental content is mainly divided into two parts: unsupervised feature selection and evolutionary clustering. In the phase of the unsupervised feature selection, a binary strategy based differential evolution algorithm is designed to select the optimal feature subset with the manifold structure. In order to ensure that each feature is selected with the same probability, the length of each individual is equal to the dimension of the corresponding data set feature. Generally, the size of the population P n also affects the efficiency of evolution algorithm. When the value of P n is large, the algorithm may have a slow convergence defect although the initial search range of the population can be expanded. When the value of P n is small, it is helpful to speed up the algorithm to search for the best individuals, but it may fall into premature or stagnant phenomena. Based on the previous experimental experience, we set P n to 10 in the paper. In addition, in order to make the algorithm can converge on a small range of fluctuations, the number of iterations number G is set to 200. During the evolutionary clustering, the continuous differential evolution algorithm is performed on the obtained optimal feature subset. The range of the mutation factor η is set to [0.1, 0.9], while the crossover factor µ and the number of iterations T are set to 0.1 and 200, respectively. The parameter settings for the other algorithms are list in Table 2 .
B. TREE MEASURE INDEXES
In order to investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm on different data sets, three different metrics are introduced to measure the experimental results of different algorithms in the paper and they are clustering accuracy (CA), standard mutual information (NMI) [42] and adjusted rand index (ARI). Assume that there are n samples, and the CA is defined as
where L i is the real label of the sample, C i is the clustering index, and map(.) is the mapping function based on the Hungarian algorithm [43] . Its function is mapping each clustering index to the best classification label. The φ(.) is to calculate the match between the real label and the pseudo label, that is, if x = y, then φ(x, y) = 1; if x = y, then φ(x, y) = 0. It can be seen that the CA index can measure the correct rate of clustering results, and the larger the CA value, the better the clustering performance.
Assuming p t is the number of samples in the cluster C t obtained by clustering algorithm, and p k is the number of samples in the kth real cluster. Then, the NMI is defined as
where h t,k is the number of samples in both the kth true cluster and the tth cluster obtained by clustering algorithm, and the variables t and k satisfy 1 < t, k < C. The larger the NMI value, the better the clustering result. Additionally, the ARI is adopted to analyze the quality of clustering results from the distribution of label data. ARI is the improvement of the Rand coefficient and it has better ability to distinguish samples, so the ARI is shown as follows
Suppose L and L are the real label and the pseudo label generated by the cluster respectively, and m is the logarithm of the elements in the same cluster in L and L , and n is the logarithm of elements in different clusters in L and L . It can be infer that the range of ARI belongs to [-1, 1] . Moreover, the larger the ARI value, the stronger the consistency of the obtained cluster label with the real label distribution, which means that the purity of each cluster is higher.
C. PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 1) CONVERGENCE RESULTS OF UFDDE AND CCDE
In this section, the average fitness values of each data set are calculated and drawn in the paper. It can clearly show the convergence curve of the fitness values of the UFDDE and CCDE. As seen from Figure 4 , each of the figures includes a subgraph, and the red '' * '' represents the average fitness curve of the UFDDE algorithm in the unsupervised feature selection process, and the blue '' '' represents the average fitness curve of the CCDE algorithm in the clustering process. The smaller the convergence value of the UFDDE algorithm, the better the quality of the individual. In other words, the optimized feature subset obtained by UFDDE can retain the manifold structure in the original data set and effectively control the scale of the feature subset as well. While for the convergence value of the CCDE, the fitness value is smaller means it can distinguish samples better. Correspondingly, the results of a compact sample within the cluster and a sparse sample between clusters are acquired by CCDE.
Besides, it can be observed that UFDDE can almost obtain the stable converge value on all data sets after 100 iterations, except the performance of the convergence results on Lymph data set, which may be caused by the fewer samples or the class imbalances. Similarly, after 50 iterations, the curve of CCDE can tends to be stable except on the Lung data set and it may due to the number of classes is too large. For further study the convergence of the proposed algorithm, the average convergence calculation method [38] is employed to quantify the convergence process. As shown in Figure 5 , it exposes that both UFDDE and CCDE converge to the smaller values and the value does not exceed 0.05. It means that the evolutionary algorithm based on population search designed in the paper has the good convergence. Therefore, the proposed UFDDE algorithm and CCDE algorithm can achieve better convergence results in most cases. Table 3 and Table 4 present the average clustering accuracy and average adjusted Rand index respectively, and the six typical unsupervised feature selection algorithms are compared with the proposed method, including Laplacian score (LS) [16] , multi-cluster feature selection (MCFS) [17] , unsupervised discriminative feature selection (UDFS) [19] , robust spectral learning for unsupervised feature selection (RSFS) [39] , unsupervised feature selection with ordinal locality (UFSOL) [40] and dependence guided unsupervised feature selection (DGFS) [41] . It is worth noting that the main ideas of the LS, MCFS and UDFS three algorithms are to select key features according to the internal manifold structure of the data. While the RSFS, UFSOL and DGFS three algorithms mainly utilize the heuristic strategy to obtain the optimized feature subspace. In addition, AF represents the performance of the original data, which is used as the baseline. To ensure the statistical significance of the experimental data, we run each algorithm 10 times independently on 8 data sets. The values in each table represent the mean value and the corresponding standard deviation, and the boldface indicates the best value in all algorithms. In this paper, the improved differential evolution algorithm is used to perform unsupervised feature selection and clustering. It should be pointed out that the feature subset obtained by the unsupervised feature selection algorithm is used as the input data for evolutionary cluster analysis.
2) PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS OF CA AND NMI INDICATORS
In Table 3 , comparing with the performance of the AF, it can be seen that the proposed method respectively improves the average CA by 26.3%, 4.16%, 5.21%, 11.12%, 0.69%, 2.71%, 9.67% and 2.34% on eight data sets. More importantly, the average clustering accuracy on all data set reaches to 64.14%, ranking the first among all the comparison algorithms. For example, the average CA of the UFSCDE on the WDBC data set is 84.27%, which is superior to other six algorithms by 14.39%, 9.01%, 15.43%, 3.84%, 6.73%, and 26.3%, respectively. It indicates that the UFSCDE can effectively select important features, and these features can better preserve the internal structure in the original data. Although the average CA of UFSCDE on the Mfea data set is 61.24%, which is slightly smaller than the 62.26% of the UFSO algorithm, it still performs better than the other five algorithms. For the SRBCT data set, the clustering average CA obtained by UFSCDE is 42.51%. After preliminary analysis, it may be due to the fact that the final individual of the evolutionary algorithm search is not optimal, but the clustering accuracy is better than the performance of the original data set.
From Table 4 , we can see that the DEUFS algorithm can obtain the largest average NMI value in the WDBC, Sonar, Lung, Lymph and TOX five data sets, and the average NMI value on the other three data sets is not the worst. It is worth noting that the average NMI value of the algorithm on the 8 data sets is 31.66%, which is still the best result in all the comparison algorithms. In addition, when comparing to the performance of the all feature, the average NMI value obtained by UFSCDE is increased by 38.03%, 13.09%, 6.31%, 11.27%, 0.93%, 8.95%, 14.45% and 1.13%, respectively. Therefore, it can be inferred that the feature subset selected by the unsupervised feature selection algorithm based on population evolution significantly improves the results of subsequent evolutionary clustering.
3) PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS ON ARI INDICATOR
In the term of label, the adjusted rand index is introduced to quantify the agreement between the real label and the pseudo label. On the one hand, it is to verify the ability of pseudo-labels obtained by evolutionary clustering to approximate the original data structure. On the other hand, the index can detect the purity of clusters to more accurately measure the performance of clustering. Figure 6 shows the average ARI and the corresponding standard deviation obtained by the UFSCDE algorithm and the other six algorithms on all data sets. By comparison and analysis, we can learn that the proposed algorithm achieves better ARI values in five data sets, which are 46.72%, 20.10%, 9.63%, 35.38%, 3.79%, 36.01%, 59.09%, and 7.43%, respectively. Although the ARI values on the Mfea, SRBCT, and TOX datasets are not best, and this situation may be due to the relative imbalance between the number of features and the number of samples. In addition, when the feature dimension is too high, for example, more than 5000, our algorithm performance may be constrained. It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm can achieve the highest ARI values on the remaining five data sets. It can be known from (15) that the larger the ARI value, the higher the agreement between the label obtained by UFSCDE and the real label. This phenomenon can also be verified from the clustering accuracy performance. For a specific data set, the higher the value of the ARI indicator obtained by UFSCDE, the higher the corresponding CA value. It seems to prove that the two indicators are positively correlated. In addition, the higher the ARI value, the higher the similarity of the samples in each cluster, that is, the purity of the cluster is higher. Thence, the proposed algorithm filter out the important features that preserve the relationship between the samples in the original data and distinguish the samples in different clusters. As a result, the UFSCDE method can effectively improve the quality of feature subset and the performance of clustering.
4) PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM IN FEATURE REDUCTION RATE AND RUNTIME
Feature subset size and runtime are also important indicators for evaluating the proposed method. It should be noted that the feature selection rate and running time of each algorithm are average values of 10 times of independent operation. To present the performance of reduction algorithm, the feature selection rate is calculated and the results are shown in Figure 7 . It is observed that the feature selection rates of the proposed algorithm on the eight data sets are 13.33%, 12.12%, 13.33%, 13.16%, 0.26%, 1.54%, 1.91% and 0.64%, respectively. So, we determine that a few key features are obtained and a large number of irrelevant and redundant features are eliminated by the proposed method. It is not only effectively compresses the original feature space, but also preserves the internal structural characteristics of the original data set. In addition, we also infer the data set with higher dimension, and the performance of reduction is more significant. Table 5 shows the average runtime of different algorithms over all 8 data sets. The time cost includes the running time of the unsupervised feature selection and clustering processes. It can be seen that the runtime of the UFSCDE are 52.42s, 2.83s, 58.98s, 577.69s, 68.91s, 233.43s, 112.02s and 285.28s. The average running time of the algorithm is 173.95s, which is not excellent among the compared algorithms. The reason for this phenomenon mainly includes two aspects: First, the time cost of the population-based evolution algorithm is closely related to the parameter setting. For example, the larger number of iteration severely affect the efficiency of the evolution algorithm; secondly, the interaction between different features is fully considered and the ability to describe the internal structure of the original data set is measured. It expands the search space and correspondingly increases the computation time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the paper, a framework for unsupervised feature selection and clustering based on differential evolution (UFSCDE) is proposed. The framework mainly includes unsupervised feature selection based on discrete differential evolution (UFDDE) and clustering algorithm based on continuous differential evolution (CCDE). For the UFDDE, firstly, a feature evaluation function based on the improved Laplacian score is adopted to measure the ability of the selected feature subset to characterize the original data manifold structure. Then, the binary mutation operators and crossover operators based on individual fitness value are design to search for the candidate feature subset. Finally, an optimized subset of features containing key structural information is obtained. For the CCDE, the mode-based encoding approach is adopted to represent the individual for the optimized subspace and the new evaluation function is design to measure the clustering mode. Additionally, three different clustering indicators are employed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The experimental results show that the UFSCDE is superior to the existing unsupervised feature selection algorithm, which can effectively select the key features of the original data structure and significantly improve the performance of clustering.
The proposed method also has certain defects. For example, the higher time overhead and the influence of parameter selection on the experimental results are not considered. For future work, we focus on the measure function of feature subsets and the faster population-based search strategy to further improve the performance of unsupervised feature selection algorithms.
